
� Employs a unique fixation method 
to achieve solid tissue fixation in
cancellous bone

� Uses pointed spikes to retain the
graft in two channels

� Unicortical anchor eliminates need to
drill near posterior vascular
structures

� Unique design eliminates graft
perforation while enhancing fixation
strength

Spiked Washer

Achieve solid unicortical fixation in all types of bone

Now one external fixation system benefits the patient, surgeon and O.R. Unicortical fixation

reduces operative time and enhances patient safety while the universal size anchor decreases

O.R. inventory requirements. The Smith & Nephew Spiked Washer achieves this without

compromising fixation strength. In fact the Smith & Nephew Spiked Washer has the highest

pull-out force of any external soft tissue graft fixation device, and allows complete

circumfrential healing the full length of the tibial tunnel

The stabilizing instrument enhances the delivery of the spiked washer by impeding the

rotation of the washer during screw tightening. This antirotation device ensures uniform

compression and tensioning of the graft.

Large and small grafts can be securely fixed with the 17 mm and 21 mm diameter spiked washers.

The unique compression channels achieve unparalelled fixation without perforating the graft.

When the graft is not long enough to use a spiked washer, the new suture washer will assist

in retaining the graft by providing a post and washer for securing the sutures.
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Ordering Information

For consistent, secure repair—only from Smith & Nephew, a world leader in technique

innovation for endoscopy. Our strategic intent is to be: The choice of surgeons worldwide

for surgical techniques that reduce trauma and pain to the patient, reduce cost to the 

healthcare system, and provide better outcomes for surgeons. Please let us know how we can

help you.
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Spiked Washer

Constant
Innovation.

REF No. Description

7207725 17 mm Spiked washer

7207726 21 mm Spiked  Washer

7208717 14 mm Suture Washer

7207186 Tibial Anchor

014924 Tibial Anchor Driver

7208681 Stabilizer Instrument

014927 Drill Guide

014925 4.5 Drill

3134135 5.5 Drill

011703 Small Sterilization Tray

1. Drill pilot hole 
with guide

3. Insert inner screw
and washer into 
tibial anchor

4. With tendons fully
captured within 
channels, remove
excess tendons and
close wound.

2. Screw in tibial 
anchor flush to 
the cortical surface


